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Abstract. Single-line to ground fault of DC side and sub-module fault are typical faults of MMC-HVDC. When each
of the above faults occurs, the system will give a signal for circuit-breaker releasing, this will result in interruption of
power delivery, the stability of the system is greatly reduced. When these two faults occur simultaneously, research
on control strategy for compound fault will help to improve the reliability of the system. While single-line to ground
fault of DC side happens, only the electric potential auxiliary point of DC side is changed, system’s power transport
normally. When sub-module is fault, redundancy fault-tolerated control strategy is presented, which replace the failed
sub-modules with equal number of redundant sub-modules, it can restrain the fluctuation of direct current. A double
terminals and 21 voltage-level MMC-HVDC system simulation model is set up in PSCAD/EMTDC. From the
computation and simulation results, it is concluded that the proposed control strategy is correct for above compound
fault, it can achieve rapid recovery after faults, effectively improve fault tolerance of the system, develop the stability
and reliability of the system.

1 Introduction
Modular Multilevel Converter is a VSC topology
proposed by Marquardt and Lesnicar of the University of
the Bundeswehr Munich in 2002, And researcher of the
power electronics laboratory of the school developed a
prototype in 2004 [1]. Compared to the traditional twolevel or three-level voltage source converter topology,
MMC has obvious advantages such as reducing switching
losses, upgrading capacity, electromagnetic compatibility,
fault management, etc[2-3]. TBC (Trans Bay Cable)
project of the United States, Nanhui wind farm
demonstration project of China's Shanghai, Nan'ao threeterminal HVDC flexible engineering(the world's first
multi-terminal VSC engineering)has been put into
operation in the MMC-HVDC projects[4].
With the growing shortage of fossil fuels, and the use
of fossil fuels brings problems such as environmental
pollution, the concerns must be transferred to the
development and utilization of clean renewable energy.
Liu Zhenya, chairman of the China State Grid Corp, in
his book, "Global Energy Internet," a profound point is
proposed: The alternative of clean energy and electric
energy will become the inevitable trend of global energy
development. MMC-HVDC is more flexible, and it has
the technology features of economic and environmental
protection. According to the operational status of the onsite project, MMC is suitable for grid-connected of the
renewable energy and distributed generation , and its
research will become a hot spot. At home and abroad, the
control and protection research of MMC-HVDC is
a

mostly aimed at single fault modeling and simulation
analysis of two-terminal or multi-terminal system, in
addition, DC bus fault and sub-module fault is the typical
fault of MMC-HVDC. The DC side bus fault is divided
into single pole ground fault, the pole-to-pole short circuit
fault and the break line fault [5]. The reference[6]
analyzes three kinds of DC-side faults qualitatively for
MMC-HVDC, designs their respective control and
protection strategies. The reference [7] establishes a
circuit model under pole-to-pole short circuit fault, a
detailed analysis of fault characteristic is done for it. In
addition, the reference carries out overcurrent stress
analysis, provides the basis for designing the electrical
element of sub-module. The reference [5] analyzes the
effects of three kinds of DC-side faults on the system,
presents the corresponding control protection strategies
and protection timing sequence for MTDC technology
based modular multi-level converter. Tang, Xu, and Zhou
(2014) analyzes the transient stability of three MMCHVDC topology under DC-side fault, the result of
analysis and simulation shows that LCC-D-MMC-HVDC
topology performance is the most superior[8]. Tang and
Xu (2014)analyzes the fault clearance capability when a
LCC and MMC hybrid HVDC topology with DC line
fault, It pointed out that the DC line fault can be cleared
by delaying the trigger angle of LCC and changing high
power diode which installed at the overhead line close to
the inverse[9]. Sub-module faults include power
electronic devices (IGBT or with anti-parallel diode) fault,
capacitor fault and trigger signal fault [10]. The
reference[11-12] pointed out that during the switching of
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sub-module, the maximum current flowing through the
sub-module is much higher than RMS, and the change
rate of the current relatively high. The reference [13]
points out a single sub-module fault will lead to DC
voltage and current’s oscillations, meanwhile proposes
sub-module fault redundancy protection method. Hu et
al.(2013) analyzes and compares the advantages and
disadvantages of three sub-module redundant faulttolerant solutions, basic mathematical model derived
from MMC running in redundant state. On the basis of
mathematical expression derived from bridge-arm energy,
proposes redundant fault-tolerant solution to restrain
direct current fluctuations[10]. This paper introduces the
sub-module redundancy protection method of the
reference[13], taking into account that when the
monopolar grounding fault occurs, the system can still
transmit power normally, if the sub-module fault occurs
at same time, research in this compound fault is necessary.

2 Structure and operation mechanism of
MMC-HVDC
2.1 Topology of MMC-HVDC
MMC-HVDC’s one-terminal topology is shown in Figure
1. Each phase has two bridge-arms, every bridge-arm
consists of several sub-modules(SM) and with a serial
reactors Ls . DC side voltage between the two poles is U d ,
positive

voltage

is

,

Ud 2

negative

voltage

is

U d 2 , i pj  j  a, b, c  is the current of each upper bridge-

arm, inj  j  a, b, c  is the current of each lower bridgearm, va , vb , vc and ia , ib , ic are voltage and current at the
AC side’ outlet of converter. The structure of a submodule is shown in Figure 2, it is consisted by two IGBT
and corresponding anti-parallel diodes, then, with a shunt
capacitors.
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Figure 1. MMC-HVDC one-end topology.
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Figure 2. The sub-module’s topology.
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2.2 Mathematical model of MMC-HVDC
According to Kirchhoff's current law, current of phase
k (k  a, b, c) can be expressed as ik  i pk  ink ,
application of Kirchhoff ' s voltage law.

di pk
Ud
 u pk )  2 Ls
 2 Ri pk
dt
2
U
di
vk  (unk  d )  2 Ls nk  2 Rink
dt
2
(1)+(2), considering uk  (unk  u pk ) 2 ,
vk  (

(1)
(2)

dik
 Rik
dt
The three-phase form of formula (3) is:
vk  uk  Ls



(3)

dia (t )
 Ria (t )  va (t )  ua (t )
dt
di (t )
Ls b
 Rib (t )  vb (t )  ub (t )
dt
di (t )
Ls c
 Ric (t )  vc (t )  uc (t )
dt

Ls

(4)

For use of converter transformer, it will block the path
of zero sequence current, in asymmetrical grid fault
condition, it will contain negative sequence component,
same as formula (4).
2.3 Control strategy of MMC-HVDC
Converter’s control use DQ decoupling control strategy,
state variable is id  and iq  , disturbance component is vd 
and vq  , input variable is ud  and uq  . id * , iq * , id * iq * are
given reference values. Introducing voltage coupling
compensation items Ls id  and Ls iq  , proportionalplus-integral control, then, input value of positive
sequence current controller is shown in formula (5) and
(6):
ud *  vd   Lsiq   k p1 id *  id   ki1  id *  id  dt  (5)


*


*

*

uq  vq  Lsid  k p 2 iq  iq  ki 2  iq  iq dt 
(6)


Similar to positive sequence parameters, input value
of negative sequence current controller is shown in
formula (7) and (8):













ud *  vd   Lsiq   k p3  id *  id    ki 3  id *  id  dt 
(7)


uq *  vq   Lsid   k p 4  iq *  iq    ki 4  iq *  iq  dt 
(8)


we can get the dynamic expression of positive
sequence d-q axis current component, which has been
decoupled. It is shown in formula(9):
 did  (t )
Ls
 Rid  (t )  k p1  id *  id    ki1   id *  id   dt
dt
(9)
diq  (t )

*

*

Ls
 Riq (t )  k p 2  iq  iq   ki 2   iq  iq  dt
dt
We can get the dynamic expression of negative
sequence d-q axis current component similarly, they all
make the coupling system decoupled. The control block
diagram of positive sequence inner current decoupling
controller is as follows[14].
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this is beneficial to the fast recovery of system under the
fault is cleared. All this characteristic is shown in Figure
5-6.
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Figure 3. Structure of positive sequence inner current
decoupling controller.

Modulation
strategy
using
nearest
level
modulation(NLM)[15], Capacitor voltage balance control
strategy is to monitor the capacitor voltage, then
determine putting into or removing sub-modules
according to capacitor voltage value[16].
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DC Pole-to-Pole fault and break line fault are generally
permanent fault, when detecting these two faults, the
inverters must be closed, and the AC circuit breaker
tripped, out of operation. When use overhead line as the
DC transmission line, monopolar grounding fault has the
maximum probability of occurrence, and it is usually a
temporary fault. To prevent clamp capacitor will
discharge through the ground and have a greater surge
current, DC side use the structure of two large grounding
resistance, the single-phase structure is shown in Figure 4.
Firstly, this structure can clamp the voltage of pole-topole, secondly, it can provide a electric potential auxiliary
point for positive and negative bus.
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Figure 5. DC side voltage under the situation of monopolar
grounding fault.
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Figure 6. Active and reactive power at rectifier.

3.2 MMC-HVDC Sub-module fault
While monitoring the sub-module fault, we should bypass
the faulted sub-modules. at this time, the converter station
works in asymmetrical status, voltage deviation of fault
phase and another two phases increases, this would
increase the internal circulation. DC voltage and current,
bridge-arm current will start to oscillate, it will impact the
rest of normal working sub-modules. Without quick
action, this situation will eventually make the system out
of operation, but if after bypassing fault sub-modules,
same amount of redundant sub-modules are input,
through a process to charge the capacitor, the system can
transmit power normally. However, bypassing the fault
sub-modules, inputting standby redundancy sub-module
and charging the capacitor to reach equilibrium, this
process will take some time. During this time, to
minimize fluctuations in voltage and current, bridge-arm
energy of each phase should be balanced. Order the
number of sub-module on each phase before the fault
occurs totally is N , number of fault sub-module is N f ,
Pre-fault voltage across each sub-module is U c , voltage

Monopolar Grounding Fault

across each sub-module after the fault is

Figure 4. MMC-HVDC single-phase structure diagram.

When monopolar grounding fault occurs at positive
pole, positive voltage U   U d 2 becomes zero, due to

bridge-arm energy before and after fault is:

W

the large clamp resistance, negative voltage becomes
twice of the original( U   U d ), however, the

Wf 

voltage U d between two poles is constant, therefore, the
system can transmit power continuously, and due to the
large resistance, the capacitor in operating sub-module
hasn’t discharge path, capacitor voltage remains stable,

U f ,then, the

1C
2
 NU c 
2N

2
1
C
N  N f U f 


2 N  Nf

(10)
(11)

W  W f , then NU c 2   N  N f U f 2 , thereby
pushed out:
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With this control strategy can avoid large fluctuations,
smooth DC voltage waveform. Combining redundant
sub-module, it will be a smooth transition to the original
operating state.
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Figure 8. Active and reactive power at the rectifier when
compound fault occurs.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Symbol
Us
L
R
-

Value
10 kV
1.5 mH
0.2ohm
40MVA

f
Ud
Ls
N

10kV/23kV
50 Hz
40 kV
8 mH
20

Nr

1

Nf
Uc
C

1
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9mF
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Figure 9. The voltage of converter station at ac side.
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Figure 7. DC voltage when compound fault occurs.
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The settings of rectifier fault protection sequence are
as follows: at 0.6s, the monopolar grounding fault at
positive pole in DC side is switched in, 0.605s,the submodule fault occurs, 0.61s, put redundant sub-module
into operation, entire fault persists 0.065s.
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Variables
Rated AC voltage
AC reactor
AC circuit resistance
Rated capacity of converter
transformer
Converter transformer ratio
Rated frequency
Rated DC voltage
Bridge-arm buffer reactance
Number of SM of single bridge-arm
The number of redundant submodule at each bridge-arm
Number of fault SM at bridge-arm
Capacitor voltage of SM
Capacitance value of SM

-5.0

Voltage/kV

Establish the model of two-terminal MMC-HVDC
system in PSCAD/EMTDC, the parameters is show in
Table 1, the primary side of converter transformer adopts
star type connection, and the secondary side adopts delta
connection. Reference direction of active and reactive
power is from the AC side to the DC side, set value of
rectifier for D-Q decoupling control is: DC voltage=40kV,
reactive power=-8Mvar, active power at inverter
side=36MW, reactive power=8Mvar.

VoltagekV

0.0

4 Compound fault and its simulation

0.900

b) The current of converter transformer in its AC side.
Figure 10. The AC waveform when compound fault occurs.

As can be seen from the above simulation waveform,
DC voltage and its active and reactive power shown in
Figure 7 and Figure 8. DC voltage waveform is similar to
the situation of monopolar grounding fault. At 0.61s, due
to inputting the redundant sub-modules, after a brief
shock, the system resume normal operation. In the fault
and its recovery process, the active and reactive power
will fluctuate, but the fluctuation will limit within the
allowable range. Figure 9 is the voltage waveform at
converter station AC outlet, when monopolar grounding
fault occurs, because positive pole is grounding, positive
voltage is zero, electric potential auxiliary point is
changed, voltage will drop a original positive voltage
which is 20kV, so we need to improve the insulation
level of the AC bus. Voltage and current of line-side
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converter transformer is shown in Figure 10, the fault
basically has no effect on the voltage and current at
converter transformer of line-side.

7.

5 Conclusion
As can be seen from the simulation waveform, fault
characteristics are as follows:
1) Coordination control strategy is not only good for
voltage balance control, but also for quickly recovery
after fault. As the AC system, when monopolar
grounding fault occurs, if meet the insulation requirement,
MMC-HVDC system will allow transient operation.
2) During the charging time of the redundant modules,
the redundancy fault-tolerated control strategy based on
energy balance of bridge-arms can reduce the voltage and
current fluctuation.
3) On the basis of the monopolar grounding fault
protection and control of sub-module fault, compound
fault protection can be achieved easily, there is no need to
add additional protective measures.
From the above, the coordination control strategy for
compound fault can improve the reliability and fault
tolerance of MMC-HVDC system. The control strategy is
feasible, simulation results verify it.
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